V-20
Marsden Portable Vet Scale

20kg capacity animal scale with carry handles
Powered by a single 9v battery
Weighs in kg or lb
Suitable for weighing smaller pets
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Marsden V-20: A premium, portable vet scale
ideal for surgery or home use
The V-20 is a small and portable veterinary scale which is ideal
for use in both the home for domestic pets and in veterinary
surgeries for a wider range of animals. Using the V-20 is great way
to keep track of an animal’s overall health.

Weigh your pet - anywhere
The V-20 is a 20kg superbly designed vet scale, built
for weighing pets anywhere. It’s easy to use, and is
powered by a 9v battery.
This digital weighing scale is lightweight at only 3.5kg
and there is an optional carry case which makes the
scale even easier to move and store. Plus, the scale is
ultra slim and easy to clean.

Quick and easy to use
The V-20 has a Tare function so any unwanted
weight can be deducted from the overall weight
reading. An accurate weight reading is also always
guaranteed thanks to the Hold function, which
displays a stable weight even when the animal is
moving on the scale.
The weight reading, accurate to the nearest 10g, is
shown clearly on the display.
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Use absolutely anywhere
The V-20 is battery powered, so can be used
absolutely anywhere regardless of where the
nearest plug socket is.

Key features
Lightweight design
Unit switchable between kg and lb
Carry handle
Previous weight reading memory
Includes Tare and Hold functions

Built to last
The V-20 is robustly built and designed to last. This
scale like all our veterinary scales, is backed by a
full one year warranty.

Specification
Capacity: 20kg
Graduations: 10g
Power: Mains/1 x 9V battery
Base dimensions: 620mm x 350mm x 20mm
Weight of scale: 2.5kg
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Marsden V-20: Key features at-a-glance

Previous weight
reading memory

Lightweight base

Optional carry case

Carry handle

Unit switchable
between kg and lb

Tare and Hold
functions

Mains powered
or by 1 x 9V
battery
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